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The works of Elkin et al. Selkin B.S., Aseloglu EU, Costa KD, Morrison B III. Synapcia of mechanical heterogeneity of rat hippocent is measured by atomic force microscopy of indentations. J Neurotrauma 2007; 24.on the synopsis of mechanical heterogeneities of the hippocampus of rats measured by the atomic force of microscopic
indentation is an example of how measurements contributed to our understanding of cellular mechanics and cellular biology and appear to be sensitive to the presence of disease in individual cells. In addition to the many publications that have accumulated on these topics, significant progress has been made in the form of publications
and patents since the development of the atomic force microscope in 1986. Among the latter was a method based on AFM on biological surfaces and subcellular surfaces, regardless of the biochemical feature of the 2Riethmueller C. Imaging method and its use, PCT/EP2010/057458. 2010». Another patent concerns the modular AFM,
which provides faster measurements (3Prokesch R. Modular Atomic Power Microscope, PCT/US2009/005631). Another valuable patent describes the AFM calibration method by providing normal and force standards to 4Ohnesorge F. The AFM normal and lateral force standards, as well as the efficiency standards of the tip and sample
when scanning atomic force microscopy, GB1012395.8, are calibrated. In this review, we present an overview of progress in the development of force atomic microscopy for imaging materials with a focus on both animals and plant structures. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has many valuable applications-oriented modifications, two of
which are U-AFM ultrasonic microscopy and atomic force acoustic microscopy (AFAM). These are well-established methods, mainly used for the map of elastic distribution of module of hard surfaces with variations in the composition. This is achieved by applying an ultrasonic frequency to either the tip (AFAM) or the sample (U-AFM)
when monitoring the cantilever's reaction to the rigidity of the no5Amelio S, Goldade AV, Rabe U, Scherer V, Bhushan B, Arnold W. Measurements of the elastic properties of ultra-thin carbon-like carbon coating using atomic force microscopy. Thin hard films 2001; 72: 75-84. ( (01)00903-8 , 6Heaton MG, Prater CB, Maivald P. Force
Modulation Image: Appendix note 2001.. Typical modes of operation have a probe tip in contact, contactless or pressing (intermittent contact). Images obtained by scanning the probe across the surface in a two-dimensional spread pattern. Variation in the module provides contrast depending on color or gray scale. Rabe U, Scherer V,
Bhushan B, Arnold W. W. elastic properties of ultra-thin diamond-like carbon coating using atomic force microscopy. Thin hard films 2001; 72: 75-84. ( (01)00903-8 silicon, Nano-scale ferrites No7Kester E, Rabe U, Presmanes L, Tailhades P, Arnold W. Measuring the modal yong nanocrystalline ferrites with spin structures using acoustic
microscopy of atomic power. J Phys Chem Solids 2000; 61: 1275-84. 99)00412-6, thin films 8Codicinska-Mueller M, Geiss RH, Muller J, Hurley DC. Resilient measurements of the properties of ultra-thin films using atomic force acoustic microscopy. Nanotechnology 2005; 16: 7033-709., German islands grown on silicon substrates 9Colos
OV, Castell MR, Marsh CD, Andrew G, Briggs D. Imaging elastic nanostructure of the islands ge ultrasonic power microscopy. Phys Rev Lett 1998; 8: 1046-9. composite of carbon fiber and atomic steps made of gold (10Agra't N), Rubio G, Vieira S. Plastic strain nanometer scale of gold connective neck. Phys Rev Lett 1995; 74(20): 3995-
8. ( (PMID: 10058386) . The main purpose of these studies was to obtain high-growth images of these samples, while distinguishing between different materials on the surface and obtaining information on the compositional and elastic properties of heterogeneity modeled by No.11, Ogaso H, Colosus O. Analysis of subsurface imaging
and the effect of contact elasticity in an ultrasonic power microscope. Jpn J Appl Phys 1994; 33: 3197-203. ( . Significant problems arose, however, when trying to match thin layers of soft materials No. 12Dimitriadis EK, Horkay F, Maresca J, Kachar B, Chadwick RS. Identify the elastic modules of thin layers of soft material using an
atomic power microscope. Biophysics J 2002; 82(5): 2798-810. ( 02)75620-8 (PMID: 11964265) . Among them is the damage tipped afM soft surface sample and the effect of a hard substrate on the distribution of the model module. Ebert et al. No13Ebert A, Tittmann BR, Du J, Scheuchenzuber W. Technique for fast single-celled
elastography in vitro. Ultrasound Med Biol 2006; 32 (11): 1687-702. ( (PMID: 17112955); Miyasaka and Tittmann (14Miyasaka C, Tittmann BR. ultrasonic atomic microscopy force on the spraying of dried ceramic powder in acoustic imaging 2004; 27: 715-20.) have developed an approach to overcoming these problems. They describe the
results obtained by baby Hamster Kidney (BHK) cells, a widely used type of eukaryotic cell. They also presented the relevant calculations of the end-element model (FEM) AFAM measurement guide. Finally, they provided data on the distance from force obtained Standard, but long and time-consuming way to map the module. They used
this data to test the results of the AFAM visualization and to ensure the calibration of the gray scale. More recently, there has been a breakthrough in both soft and hardware with the development of the PEAK Force Tapping algorithm, which allowed images of microfabrication of plant cell walls in subnometer-resolution fluids (see section
3.0 Examples and Interpretations). High-resolution Atomic Forces Microscopy (AFM) has the versatility to measure in the air or under the liquid without special sample preparation. There is growing interest in the use of AFM to study the physical and chemical properties of plant cell walls. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has been used to
study the walls of plant cell walls No.15Kirby AR, Gunning AP, Waldron KW, Morris VJ, Ng A. Visualization of plant cell walls by atomic microscopy. Biophysics J 1996; 70(3): 1138-43. ( (96)79708-4 (PMID: 8785273) -18Davies LM, Harris PJ. Atomic power microphylaxis in primary cell walls. Planta 2003; 217 (2): 283-9. (PMID: 12783336)
. Molecular imaging of various water-soluble polysaccharides was obtained no.19Decho AW. An image of the alginite polymer gel matrix using atomic force microscopy. Carbohydr Res 1999; 315(3-4): 330-3. 99)00006-3 -22Spagnoli C, Kornyakov A, Ullman A, Balazs E.A., Lubchenko YL, Cowman MK. Carbohydr Res 2005; 340(5): 929-
41. ( (PMID: 15780258) . AFM has been used to characterize the different sizes and structures of cellulose products, ranging from the microcrystal S-Y, Himmel ME. Microfabrilla walls of the primary corn cell: a new model derived from direct imaging. J Agric Food Chem 2006; 54(3): 597-606. ( (PMID: 16448156) to amorphous forms (in
the treatment of concentrated phosphoric acid) No.24 by Chang Y-HP, Ding SY, Mielenz JR, etc. Factional recalululosis in modest reaction conditions. Biotechnol Bioeng 2007; 97(2): 214-23. ( (PMID: 17318910) . Clear images of AFM single-celled chains were achieved after the scattering of cotton microfibrills in the Kupri-Etilendiamine
(Cu-ED) solution on highly oriented pyrolyte graphite (HOPG) substrate No.25Yokota S, Ueno T, Kitaoka T, Wariishi H. Molecular imaging of single-celled chains, Carbohydr Res 2007; 342(17): 2593-8. ( (PMID: 17889844) . The images were obtained in the environment using the NanoScope IIIa atomic force microscope, which is used in
pressing mode. AFM was also used to image topography and measure roughness from several layers of alternating cellulose nanocrystals and xyloglucan, as well as thin films alternating layers of hard cellulose nanocrystals and flexible poly (sililamin hydrochloride) No26Jean B, Dubreuil F, Heux L, Cousin F. Structural details of cellulose
nanocrystals/polyelectrolets Langmuir 2008; 24(7): 3452-8. ( (PMID: 18324845) . Features of the surface and roughness of spin-coated cellulose film were evaluated with AFM No 27Da Ryoz AL, Leite FL, Pereiro LV, etc. Adsorption is chitosan on spin-covering pulp movies. Carbogidr Polym 2010; 80(1): 65-70. ( . Populus and switchgrass
image samples of AFM exhibit the characteristic macromolecular structures of the globules associated with lignocellulosic systems No. 28Tetard L, Passian A, Farahi RH, Kalluri UC, Davison BH, Thundat T. Spectroscopy and atomic biomass force microscopy. Ultramcroscopy 2010; 110(6): 701-7. ( (PMID: 20236767) . AFM was used to
depict the microfibrillation of the celery network of parenchym cell wall material during the process of extracting pectins and gemichellosis No. 29Thimm JC, Burritt DJ, Ducker WA, Melton LD. Pectins effect microfibrillation aggregation in the walls of celery cells: atomic microscopy strength studies. J Struct Biol 2009; 168(2): 337-44. (
(PMID: 19567269) . The results suggest swelling of existing microphilillations and microphilibrillation of samoa association and aggregation trends due to the removal of the pectic matrix. AFM is used to detect the microstructural and superficial properties of aspergillus cell wall No.30Ma H, Snook LA, Kaminskyj SGW, Dahms TES. The
surface ultrastructure and elasticity in the growing tips and mature areas of the Aspergillus gif describe the maturation of walls. Microbiology 2005; 151 (pt 11): 3679-88. ( (PMID: 16272389) . The adhesion forces of commercially available aspergilly cell wall components were compared to real samples using AFM to determine the surface
composition of cell no.31Lee H-U, Park JB, Lee H, Chae K-S, Han D-M, Jahng K-Y. Predicting the chemical composition and surface structure of the aspergillus nidulans hyphal wall using atomic force microscopy. J Microbiol 2010; 48(2): 243-8. ( (PMID: 20437158) . Pectin is an integral component of the non-grammatical walls of plant
cells. The structure of pectin molecules isolated from immature material fabrics of tomato and sugar beet has been studied by AFM No32Kirby AR, MacDougall AJ, Morris VJ. Atomic power microscopy of tomato and sugar beet pectin molecules. Karbogidr Polim 2008; 71(4): 640-7. ( (PMID: 26048230) . AFM can be used for elastic
modules of one bacterial bacterial fiber, performing a nanoscale three-point bend test No 33Guhados G, Wan W, Hutter JL. Measuring the elastic module of single bacterial cellulose fibers using atomic force microscopy. Langmuir 2005; 21(14): 6642-6. ( (PMID: 15982078) . The study of topography, elastic and adhesive properties of
individual wood cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) is conducted using AFM No34Lahiji RR, Xu X, Reifenberger R, Raman A, Rudie A, Moon RJ. The characteristic of the nanocrystals of atomic power. Langmuir 2010; 26(6): 4480-8. ( (PMID: 20055370) . The cross elastic module was calculated by comparing experimental strength distance
curves measured on CNCs, with 3D end-to-end calculations of tip indentations on CNCs.AFM is a powerful tool that can provide high topographical resolution. However, one limitation of AFM is its ability to chemically resolve, especially for the visualization of complex biomaterials such as plant cell walls. AFM with special functional tips
can provide a better understanding of the fundamental chemical structure of the wall of plant cells, as well as the various effects of treatment. Atomic Forces Microscopy (AFM) in the colloidal mode of probe No.35Ducker WA, Senden TJ, Pashley RM. Direct measurement of colloidal forces using an atomic force microscope. Nature 1991;
353(6341): 239-41. ( has shown that a universal tool in the quantification of nanoscale interactions on biopolymer interfaces No36Stiernstedt J, Brumer H III, Chou, Teeri TT, Rutland MW, Rutland MW. Friction between the pulp surfaces and the xyloglukan asorption effect. Biomacromolecules 2006; 7(7): 2147-53. ( I don't (PMID:
16827581) -38Nordgren N, Eronen,, Esterberg M, Laine J, Rutland MW. Mediation of nanotribological properties of cellulose in chitosan asorptation. Biomacromolecules 2009; 10(3): 645-50. ( (PMID: 19226103) . This method includes a cellulose particle attached to the AFM cantilever and allows you to measure surface forces and friction
between cellulose interfaces with subnanmers and picoNewton resolution. Systematic study of surface forces between the pulp sphere and cellulose thin films of different crystallines was carried out as a function of ion strength and pH No39Notly SM, Eriksson M, Wagberg L, Beck S., Gray DG. Surface forces measure spin-coating the
cellulose of thin films with varying crystallity. Langmuir 2006; 22(7): 3154-60. ( (PMID: 16548571) . Adhesion forces between smooth flax/polylactic acid (PLA) films representing the polymer matrix and cellulose microbeads, simulating material in linen fibers, carried out with the help of colloid probe AFM No40Raj G, Balnois Balnois Baley
C, Grohens Y. Probing cellulose/polylactic acid interaction in model biocomposite using colloidal force microscopy. Colloids Surf Physics Eng Asp 2009; 352(1-3): 47-55. ( . Friction ratios obtained by the AFM colloidal probe using a cellulose functionalized probe on the brush of xyloglucan, showed an increase of 2 factors after digestion of
enzyme No.37Nordgren N, Eklof J, Chou, Brumer H III, Rutland MW. Top-down vaccinations xyloglucan to gold is controlled by KKM-D and AFM: Enmetic activity and interaction with cellulose. Biomacromolecules 2008; 9(3): 942-8. ( (PMID: 18260631) . The friction and strength of four different cellulose surface models, and one silica
surface have been studied, and all the studied cellulose surfaces show similar behavior in response to the xyloglucan supplement No. 38Nordgren N, Eronen P, Oesterberg M, Laine J, Rutland MW. Mediation of nanotribological properties of cellulose in chitosan asorptation. Biomacromolecules 2009; 10(3): 645-50. ( (PMID: 19226103) .
The properties of adsorbed xyloglukan films on cellulose can be studied by the AFM colloidal probe both in the air and in various acal solutions (41Rutland MW), Carambassis A, Willing GA, Neuman RD. Measurements of surface strength between cellulose surfaces using probe scanning microscopy. Colloids Surf Physics Eng Asp 1997;
123-124: 369-74. ( (96)03790-9. The effect of relative humidity on cellulose adhesion has been investigated using the colloidal probe No.42Feiler AA, Stiernstedt J, Theander K, Jenkins P, Rutland MW. Effect of capillary condensation on friction and adhesion. Langmuir 2007; 23(2): 517-22. ( (PMID: 17209602) . The effect of xyloglucan on
the cellulose surface on frictional and adhesive properties in the amal environment was studied using the AFM colloid probe. Xyloglucan has been found to have adsorb strongly of pulp, leading to stronger adhesion and at the same time drastically reduced friction No 36Stiernstedt J, Brumer H III, Chou Z, Teeri TT, Rutland MW, Rutland
MW. Friction between the pulp surfaces and the xyloglukan asorption effect. Biomacromolecules 2006; 7(7): 2147-53. ( I'm not (PMID: 16827581). Single xyloglucan molecules were tied to the AFM tip. Using single-core power spectroscopy, the binding forces between xylogukan molecules and cellulose substrate No36Stiernstedt J,
Brumer H III, Chou, Teeri TT, Rutland MW, Rutland MW were measured. Friction between the pulp surfaces and the xyloglukan asorption effect. Biomacromolecules 2006; 7(7): 2147-53. ( (PMID: 16827581) . The interaction between lignin-globules was studied by the AFM cantilever, functionalized with lignine No43Minik M, M, I, Ruano
M. et al. Probe the nanomechanical properties of lignin and lignin-lignin interaction using atomic force microscopy. Chem Phys Lett 2001; 347(1-3): 41-5. ( 01)01022-3. Lignin can attach tips to Si3N4 without special treatment due to the strong adhesion between the tip of the surface and lignin. AFM with chemically modified tips have been
used to study cellulose fibers in aqueous media No 44Bastidas JC, Venditti R, Pawlak J, Gilbert R, Sauscher S, Kadla JF. Chemical power microscopy of cellulose fibers. Carbogidr Polim 2005; 62(4): 369-78. ( . The effect of pH on the force of glue, determined by CH3, COOH- and - OH-coating was studied. AFM tips covered - CH3 and -
COOH functionalized tips have been used to quantify cellulose and lignin content on the surface of pulp and paper wood fibers. - CH3 groups are more sensitive to lignin, while COOH groups are more sensitive to cellulose and gemichellosis 45Klash A, Ncube E, Meincken M. Localization and attempt to quantify different functional groups
on cellulose fibers. Appl Surf Sci 2009; 255(12): 6318-24. 46Klash A, Ncube E, du Toit B, Meincken M. Definition of cellulose and lignin content on the surfaces of wood fiber eucalyptus substances as genotype and phase functions. Eur J for Res 2010; 129(4): 741-8. ( . AFM was invented by Binnig, Kuait and Gerber in 1986 .47Binnig G,
Kwat CF, Gerber C. Atomic Force Microscope. Phys Rev Lett 1986; 56(9): 930-3. ( PMID: 10033323, which is based on a combination of tunnel scanning microscope (STM) and stylus profiler. Basically, the sharp tip of silicon or carbon is mounted on the cantilever spring and is pulled over the surface of the sample, while the feedback
system adjusts the distance between the sample and the probe's tip to maintain a permanent deviation of the cantilever as it moves along the sample. Typical forces between the tip and the sample range from 10-11 to 10-18A. The force required to move the cantilever across the minimum distance can be as much as 10-4N, so the
distance between the sample and the tip of the cantilever can be as large as possible to 10-4. Thus, non-destructive visualization is possible with these small forces No48Meyer G, Amer NM. Simultaneously measuring lateral and normal force with the help of an optical-beam deviation of an atomic power microscope. Appl Phys Lett 1990;
57(20): 2089-91. ( . The surface path is determined by monitoring signals in the feedback loop. Measured deviation of the cantilever computer to create a map of the topography of the surface. Forces are a major component of atomic force microscopy. Teh Teh between the tip and the sample arise from different forces, as the tip is
scanned all over the surface. The forces that are controlled and used for this study are mainly attractive forces of van der Waals and repulsive electrostatic forces, according to the Principle of Exclusion of Pauli No49Howland R, Benatar L. Practical guide to scanning the microscopy of the probe 1996; 74., 50Kinney JH, Balooch M,
Marshall SJ, Marshall GW Jr, Weihs TP. Atomic power microscope measures the hardness and elasticity of peritubular and inter-subarite human dentin. J Biomech Eng 1996; 118(1): 133-5. ( (PMID: 8833085) . The functioning of AFM depends on the combination of these forces between the tip and the sample, and the mode of operation
determines the relative contribution of these forces. The forces felt between the tips and the samples are similar to the forces of communication between the two atoms. At an equilibrium distance, THE EB is the energy of communication or energy needed to separate the two atoms. In general, energy bonding can be described by the
potential of Lennard-Jones, given the next function, where is potential depth and is the radius of a solid sphere. These parameters can be set to reproduce experimental data or derived from the results of accurate calculations of quantum chemistry. This potential has an attractive tail on the big r, it reaches a minimum of around 1.122 q,
and it strongly repels at a shorter distance, passing through 0 on r q and increasing steeply as the r is reduced further. The term 1/r12, which dominates at a short distance, simulates repulsion between atoms when they are very close together. Its physical origin is related to the Pauli principle: when the electronic clouds surrounding the
atoms begin to overlap, the energy of the system increases dramatically. Exhibitor 12 was chosen solely on a practical basis: EB is. (1) It is especially easy to calculate. In fact, for physical reasons, exponential behavior would be more appropriate. The term No1/r6, which dominates at a great distance, is an attractive part. It is a term that
gives the cohesion of the system. The attraction of 1/r6 was caused by van der Waals's variance, which arose as a result of dipole-dipole interactions, in turn, due to oscillating dipoles. These are pretty weak interactions that, however, dominate the bonding of closed-shell systems, i.e. rare gases such as Ar or Kr. The total force the tip
exerts on the sample, the amount of repulsive and attractive force between the tip and the sample during the AFM contact regime and usually range from 10-8 to 10-6 N No 50Kinney JH, Baloch M, Marshall SJ Marshall, WE Jr. The atomic power of the microscope is the measurement of the hardness and elasticity of peritubular and inter-
sub-skin. J Biomech Eng 1996; 118(1): (PMID: 8833085) . As you can see from the pic. (1), the standard AFM consists of five main components; tip connected to cantilever, piezoelectric tube, position-sensitive photo detector, optical lever system and feedback mechanism. The deviation sensor, which is in the head of the scanner,
controls the bend or deviation of the cantilever. The scanner can spread the cantilever up or down in order to maintain a permanent deviation. This movement of the scanner corresponds to the topography of the surface and can therefore be used to create an image of the surface. The deviation sensor sends deviation signals to the
electronics of the feedback. Thus, the deviation signal is compared to the reference signal, and an error signal is generated, which is used to generate the feedback signal. This feedback signal, which is sent to a piezoelectric scanner, causes the scanner to expand, so lifting and lowering the probe to compensate. Fig. (1) AfM basic
setting. The cantilever, which is a thin, flexible beam, holds the tip to track its movement on the surface of the sample and deviates in the same direction in which the topography changes. AFM cantilevers usually have spring constants of about 0.1 N/m. High stylus flexibility has a lowering effect on the sample, resulting in less distortion
and damage when scanning. Cantilevers and tips are usually made of silicon, silicon nitride or diamond. The reflected laser beam gets into the position-sensitive photo detector (PSPD), consisting of a four-series photo detector. Differences between segments of the photo detector signals indicate the position of the laser spot on the
detector and, consequently, the angular deviations of the cantilever. Optical lever detectors are the most common monitoring systems in AFM, and include a focused laser beam at the end of the cantilever, directly above the tip, bouncing from the mirror to the PSPD. As you can see from the pic. (1), the PSPD has four sections to monitor
the movement of the tip and the intensity of the laser. The diode of photography is sensitive to changes in the movement of the tip on an atomic scale. The difference between the two upper segments (1 and 2) and the lower segments (3 and 4) produces an electrical signal that means vertical motion of the tip. In addition, the difference
between left (1 and 3) and right segments (2 and 4) captures the side or torsion motion of tip No.51Morris VJ, Kirby AR, Gunning AP. Atomic force microscopy for biologists in 1999. . The feedback loop is another major component of the AFM, which is an electrical system to keep the force constant while the tip is moving on the model.
This control mechanism is essential for image creation, and the system uses a feedback loop to maintain constant force or deviation If the tip has more or less the force of interaction throughout the sample, the piezoelectric piezoelectric reacts by expanding or contracting to maintain a pre-established constant force between the tip and
the sample. Generally speaking, the tip interacts with the surface of the sample, while the piezoelectric tube adjusts its movement in all x, u and z direction. The PSPD tracks the movement of the cantilever, detecting the position of the laser. The resulting map in the direction of x-y builds a topographical image of the surface with a sub-
angstrom resolution. AfM has several modes of operation that can control the properties of the sample surface. The main modes of operation are static and dynamic modes, which will be discussed in detail in the following sections. These different visualization modes work by measuring the interaction between the tip and the sample and
leading to the topography of the surface. In the contact mode, also known as repulsive mode, the probe is dragged through a sample with a distance of less than a few angstroms. As the scanner gently tracks the tip on the pattern, the repulsive force causes the cantilever to bend in response to changes in the topography. Since the tip is
in hard contact with the surface, the rigidity of the lever should be less than the effective spring constant held by the atoms together No49Howland R, Benatar L. Practical guide to scanning the microscopy of the probe 1996; 74. Most of the levers of the contact mode have a spring constant 1N/m. Rice. (2) Interatomic force against the
distance curve. Fig. (2) shows different power regimes that correspond to interatomic forces. As can be seen in this digit, atoms are separated by a great distance on the right side of the curve. As atoms are brought to less than a few angstroms apart, they attract each other. This attraction increases until they come so close together that
their electrons begin to stay away from each other electrostatically. This repulsive electrostatic force exceeds attractive force as interatomic separation decreases. When the distance between the tip atoms and the sample atoms reaches several angstroms, which is about the length of the chemical bond, the force goes to zero. Thus, the
repulsive force balances any force that tries to push the atoms closer together, which, from the AFM's point of view, means that when the cantilever pushes the tip against the surface of the sample, the cantilever bends instead of forcing the tip atoms closer to the atoms of sample No49Howland R, Benatar L. Practical guide to scanning
the microscopy of the probe 1996; 74. In AFM contact mode, the piezoelectric element and the feedback loop control the deflection of the tip, holding the constant of repulsive force. There are also two other methods for detecting cantilever deviations that are: constant force mode and constant height mode. In the The constant strength of
the scanning speed is limited by the feedback scheme response time. However, in constant height mode Topographical data is based on the flat height of the scanner during the scan. In addition to the Van der Waals force explained above, there are two other forces that are important in AFM: (1) capillary force, which is the result of a thin
layer of water present in the environment (near N8) and (2) the force that cantilever exerts on the sample. The power of the capillaries begins when the water around the tip keeps the tip in contact with the sample, applying a strong attractive force that depends on the separation from tip to sample. During contact, this capillary force should
be constant. The variable force in the contact mode is the force on which the cantilever turns out to be, which is similar to the force of a compressed spring. The total force the tip exerts on the surface is the amount of force exerted by the cantilever and capillary force, which must be balanced by the repulsive force in the contact mode. The
magnitude of this total force ranges from 108 to 106N No49Howland R, Benatar L. Practical guide to scanning the microscopy of the 1996 probe; 74. AFF uses several vibrating methods, including contactless or listening modes, to reduce damage to contact-related biological samples. In the contactless AFM, the system vibrates a rigid
cantilever next to its resonant frequency, which is usually 100 to 400 kHz, with the interval between the sample (can be seen in the van der Waals curve, (Figure 2) by an order of tens to hundreds of angstroms. extending above the surface. These types of forces are usually quite small (about 10-12N) compared to repulsive forces in
contact mode. This low force is beneficial for the study of soft or elastic samples, such as biological cells, and prevents the surface from being contaminated by contact with the tip. Tighter cantileverers used to avoid being dragged to the surface by attractive forces and weak forces that affect feedback cause the AFM contactless signal to
become small, which can lead to unstable feedback and requires lower scanning speeds than contact or pressing. The resonant frequency of the cantilever changes with the square root of the spring constant. The spring constant varies depending on the force gradient qualified by the cantilever. In addition, the force gradient used in the
strength curve derivatives varies from the tip to the sample No.49Howland R, Benatar L. Practical guide to scanning the microscopy of the 1996 probe; 74. The feedback system in the contactless AFM retains a resonant frequency, or vibrational cantilever and the distance from the tip to the sample is constant for the production of the
topography of the sample. In the case of the image of rigid samples, the result Contact and contactless mode may be the same. However, the presence of monolayers of water covering the surface of the sample will result in the image looking completely different. AfM, working in contact mode, will pass through layers of water to the
sample, but AFM in contactless mode will be an image of the surface of the liquid layer. Intermittent contact, or clicking, mode is another use of dynamic AFM. In pressing mode, the cantilever vibrates the tip close to its first curve resonance frequency, as in contactless mode. However, the amplitude of the probe's tip oscillation is usually
much larger than used in contactless mode, often ranging from 20 nm to 200 nm Also, the tip is allowed to lightly contact, or press, the sample for a short period during each cycle of vibrations. As the tip moves towards the sample, the interactions of the tip of the sample change the amplitude, the frequency of the resonance and the angle
of the oscillating cantilever phase. The pressing mode is a more effective tool for imaging in the air, especially for soft samples, as the resolution is similar to the contact mode, but with lower forces applied to samples, which means a less destructive process. There are, however, two drawbacks to the touch mode compared to the contact
mode; (1) Slightly slower scanning speed and (2) more complex AFM operation. In general, pressing THE AFM mode overcomes some of the limitations of both contact and contactless AFM and becomes an important method with improved lateral resolution in soft samples. In Peak Force Tapping® (PFT), the probe and sample are
periodically combined (similar to touch mode) to make quick contact with the surface, which eliminates the side mode. Both normal forces and the lateral force provided by the tip can damage the sample and increase the contact area, resulting in a reduction in the scanning resolution. Unlike tapping mode, where the feedback loop keeps
the amplitude of the cantilever vibration constant, Peak Force Tapping® controls maximum force (Peak Force) at the tip and protects the tip and sample from damage, reducing the contact area. The force control level in PFT® can be in the pN range, even when scanned in a liquid environment. The two biggest problems of force control in
a liquid environment are non-linear deviations and viscous forces when the tip and sample are not in contact. To fix this problem, PFT mode® uses feedback to maintain a constant peak power for each crane with a range of power from pN to n, depending on the application. This makes the PFT mode® applicable to the visualization and
measurement of the walls of plant cells that are naturally sensitive to the movement of the tips and associated damage to the structure. Peak Force quantitative nano-mechanical mapping Force NOM) ® new AFM mode that uses touch mode technology to record very fast force curves on each pixel image, and uses the peak tip of the
sample force interaction as a feedback mechanism. The peak power of NM® can simultaneously obtain quantitative data on module, adhesion, scattering and deformation in high-resolution topography. In addition, while maintaining control of the direct force to a very low level (pN), scanning can limit the depth of indentations to deliver
non-destructive and high-resolution imaging techniques to sensitive samples. In addition, the properties of materials can be characterized in a very wide range to address samples in many different areas of research. Fig. (3) shows the force curve and parameters that can be derived from it. The force of adhesion is a minimum point of
force when the tip begins to move away from the sample. The scattering of energy is calculated by the area of the incision between the approaching and the retractable process. This scattering includes work related to adhesion and viscous and plastic deformation. When the peak point is set at or close to zero, the adhesion is dominated
by energy scattering. Deformations here represent the general depth of penetration, including elastic and plastic deformations. Fig. (3) shows a power curve against division instead of a power curve against distance. This is due to suitable targets, where the separation is calculated from the piezo position in the direction of q and the
deviation of the cantilever. Figure (3) chart the AFM power curve and information that can be obtained from the curve No.57Pethica JB, Sutton AP. On the stability of the tip and flat at very small separations. J Vac Sci Technol 1988; A6: 2490-4. ( with Veeco® permission). Force distance curves have been a major tool for the study of the
material properties and characteristics of different known surface forces since 1989 52Cappella B, the strength-distance curves of Dietler G. atomic force microscopy. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 00003-5. Curve force distances have been used in several dimensions such as the Hamaker Constant Constant Definition, Charge Surface
Density, Elasticity, and Degrees of Hydrophobic No52Cappella B, Dietler G.'s Strength-Strength Curves. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. The first study of force distance curves acquired with AFM on surface forces on LiF and Graphite No.53Meyer E, Heinzelmann H. Atomic resolution on LiF (001) atomic force microscopes
focused. J Microsc 1988; 152: 269. ( . When acquiring power distance curves, the piezo element should get wet along the z axis, which is the axis of the perpendicular surface. There are two principles for acquiring strength distance curves; mode and contactless mode. In B static mode, the sample shifts along the z axis into separate
steps and changes in the deviation of the cantilever are collected. In contactless mode, the cantilever vibrates with an additional external piezoelectric precer, while the sample approaches and amplitude, or resonant frequencies, cantilever oscillations are collected as a role of the tip of the sample No52Cappella B, Didler G. Strength
distance curves of atomic microscopy force. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. In addition, in 1994, other methods were introduced using functionalized tips (tips) with certain molecules that stick to each other to study the forces of interaction between specific materials using force distance curves No.54Butt H-J, Cappella B.
Force measurements with atomic microscope force: Technique, interpretation and application. Surf Sci Rep 2005; 59: 1-152. ( . The result of determining the strength distance is a measure of the deviation of the cantilever, the COP, compared to the position of piezo, sp, normal for the surface. To acquire the power distance curve, the
COP and the Spmust are first converted into strength and distance. The F power can be derived from hook law, as in Equation: (1) Where Kc is a spring constant cantilever. The division of the D-sample tip is calculated by adding a deviation to a position called distance (Figure 4). Fig. (4) Typical cantilever deflection against Piezo height
curve on the left and against the plot on the right No. 54Butt H-J, Cappella B. The power of measurements with atomic microscope strength: Technique, Interpretation and Applications. Surf Sci Rep 2005; 59: 1-152. ( . (2) Cantilever's deviation is measured using optical lever methods No.48Meyer G, Amer NM. Simultaneously measuring
lateral and normal force with the help of an optical-beam deviation of an atomic power microscope. Appl Phys Lett 1990; 57(20): 2089-91. ( . The beam from the laser diode focuses to the end of the cantilever, which is covered with gold on the back to reflect the beam to the detector. The position of the reflected beam is controlled by a
position-sensitive detector. Cantilever bends while the force is applied and the reflected beam of light moves through a corner equal to twice the change at the end of the slope d'c/dX No54Butt H-J, Cappella B. The force of measurements with the atomic force of the microscope: Technique, interpretation and application. Surf Sci Rep
2005; 59: 1-152. ( , which is given by the following equation: (3) For cantilever with a rectangular cross-section determined by width, W, length, L and thickness, tC; with E as modules of young cantilever material and F is the force applied to End of the cantilever; Cantilever's deviation is given: (4) Both the approach and the force distance
curves of the output are usually divided into three regions; contact lines, a non-contact area and a zero line. The zero lines are obtained when the tip is far from the sample, and the deviation of the cantilever is zero. The zero lines, when working in a liquid, can give information about the viscosity of a particular liquid. When the sample is
pressed to the cantilever and the tip is in contact with the sample, the corresponding power-distance curve lines are called Contact Lines that provide information about the rigidity and elastic module of the sample. The most interesting regions of the power-range curve associated with this study are contactless regions. These triangular
areas contain two main parts; jump to contact and jump-off-contact. A contactless area is an approach curve that can provide information about attractive or repulsive forces before contacting a sample. The maximum value of the attractive force selected before contact is equal to the pull force, which is the product of the cantilever's
deviation from jump to contact and KC No52Cappella B, Ditler G.'s power distance curves with atomic force microscopy. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. The non-contact area in the output curves contains jump-off-contact and withdrawal force, which is the product of the jump-contact deviation of the cantilever and KC, equal
to the force of the adhion (Fadh). Understanding the connection between the tip and the sample of surface energies requires the evaluation of deformations and the area of contact of the sample, which are considered by several theories. J Reine Angew Math 1881; 92: 156-71.]. Based on this theory, the force of adhesion and surface
forces are not taken into account, so the AFM experiment can follow Hertz's theory only at the limit of high loads or low surface forces. Hertz's theory cannot be used to calculate sample deformations, suggesting a relatively hard tip, as in the case of biological samples of interest for this study. When using a hard spherical tip applied to an
elastic surface, Sneddon's theory should be involved in a distance curve of 52Cappella B, Dietler G. Force-distance curves by atomic force microscopy. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. which which and trial deformations, can be used to calculate the overall deformation when surface forces are insignificant to measure AFM.
There are three theories that take into account the effect of surface energy on contact deformation, which are discussed below. Bradley's analysis takes into account two rigid spheres interacting through the potential of Lennard-Jones with the total force between the spheres, data equation 7 No52Cappella B, Didler G. Curve distances of
force atomic microscopy force. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. 99)00003-5: (7) Where, No. 0 is an equilibrium division, R is a reduced radius of spheres, and W is an adhesive operation on contact. In the theory of The Holding-Mueller-Toporov (DMT), the external load, F and force operating between the two bodies outside the contact area
are considered 56Derjaguin BV, Muller VM, Toporov YP. Effect of contact deformation on particle adhesion. J Colloid Interface Sci 1975; 53: 315. ( 75)90018-1). The DMT theory is applicable to systems with low adhesive levels and small tip radii. (8) (9) (10) (11) Where, 0 is the radius of contact at zero load, q, is the deformation of the



spherical tip, and K is a reduced module of Yang. The Johnson-Kendall-Roberts Theory (JKR) is suitable for high-level systems with low rigidity and long tip radii, ignores long-range forces outside the contact area and only takes into account short-range forces within the contact zone. For the JKR theory, the corresponding equations are:
(12) (13) (14) (15) Thus, the Hertz model neglects sample adhesion, while the other two theories consider adhesion outside (DMT) and inside (JKR) the contact area. Thus, Hertz's theory can only be applied if the adhesion force is much less than the maximum load. In the theories of DMT and JKR, the work of adhesion (W) can be
measured by jump-off-contact if the tip radius (R) is known No. 54Butt H-J, Cappella B. The power of measurements with atomic microscope force: Technique, interpretation and application. Surf Sci Rep 2005; 59: 1-152. ( . The JKR theory can be applied if the tip is large and the sample is soft with a large adhesion and the DMT theory is
applicable in the case of small hints and hard samples with a small adhesion Table 1. Table 1PJing between sample deformation, contact radius, and adhesion strength for a spherical tip on a flat solid sample based on hertz, JKR and DMT theories. Another theory, called the Maugis Theory, can successfully describe the transition
between DMT and JKR models. Maugis theory is considered the most accurate and complete theory applicable to all materials, from large rigid spheres with high surface energies to small compatible bodies with low surface energies. In Maugis' theory is seen as a constant, additional stress during the annual region around the contact
area. Thus, all the theories described are continuum elastic theories and thus suggest smooth surfaces without plastic deformation or visco-elastic phenomena (52Cappella B, Dietler G. Force-distance curves) using atomic force microscopy. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. The remainder of the strength distance curve, which
does not show a deviation of the tip, is called a zero line. Where the tip has no effect on the sample and the tip and the sample are at a given distance. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. In addition, zero lines have a kind of hysteres, which leads to the separation of approach and traces of withdrawal. The approach curve, also
called a jump to contact, occurs when the gradient of the strength of the tip of the sample is larger than the elastic constant of the cantilever. Coulomb) or repulsive forces (Van der Waals force in fluids, two-layer, hydration, and sterile) 52Cappella B, Didler G. Strength of distance curves of atomic microscopy force. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34:
1-104. ( 99)00003-5. Thus, this region provides information about the forces of attraction between the tip and the sample. J Vac Sci Technol 1988; A6: 2490-4. ( have demonstrated a leap towards contact instability, which is caused by the inherent stiffness of the tip and samples of materials. Instability can be predicted using Lennard-
Jones' capabilities or using Molecular Dynamics (MD) modeling. This happens when, in small small Division (1-2), the gradient of surface forces exceeds the gradient of elastic regenerating forces of the bodies No.52Capella B, Didler G. Curve distances force atomic microscopy force. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. In
addition, the simulation of MD Landman et al. shows the onset of instability when the tip is at a distance of 4.2 from the sample. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. When the cantilever's elastic constant is larger than the gradient of the sample tip glue, contact occurs during sample withdrawal or during rebuttal. (1) During contact
some chemical, or glue, communications can cause nonconservative forces, (2) the sample deforms elastic around the tip, thereby increasing the area of contact, and (3) the forces of the meniscus exerted by layers of liquid contaminants to act in opposition to the retractable No 52Capp Bella, Didler G. Strength of the distance of the
force's curves. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 99)00003-5. In 1995, Agrit et al. measured the force between the tip of the gold and the golden substrate in a vacuum at the temperature of liquid helium, that the necks are formed during the jump in contact and jump-contact and that these necks lengthen during the loading or unloading
process. Surf Sci Rep 1999; 34: 1-104. ( 00003-5. As mentioned, in addition to using AFM as a high-resolution visualization tool, you can use the results of force distance curves. This curve provides valuable mechanical information about properties obtained by recording linking differences between afM tip and sample. This article focused
on the use of AFM to depict intact cell cell cell microphiles. topography, error signal, amplitude and phase images. As an example, rice. 5 shows a topography and error signal for fused quartz with the tip of silicon nitrid and a scan size of 5 microns. Error signal images are a good pick for scanning this rough sample. Error signal images
can show finer details about the fused quartz surface. There were even more difficulties in portraying this sample with silicon nitride tip than silicon tip. It was very difficult to make a good approach between the tip and the surface at high relative humidity (over 60%RH). Fig. (6) shows surface images of calcite with a scan size of 5 microns
with a soft tip of silicon nitride. This tip has a radius of 50 nm and a power constant of 0.5 N/m. Due to the low spring constant of the tip it is excluded from the U-AFM images. These current images, like other results, confirm a higher reliability of the error signal image than topography. The error signal image shows some scratches on the
surface. Fig. (5) Error signal and topographical images of fused quartz with the tip of silicon nitrid. Scan sizes 5 microns. Fig. (6) Error signal and topographical images of calcite with the tip of silicon nitrid. Scan sizes 5 microns. High-resolution images of microfabrilies in liquids such as water and various chemical buffers are very difficult
with any kind of microscopy, not to mention AFM methods. However, one of the important advantages of using AFM is that the sample does not require drugs or fixations common to other methods that may cause unrealistic changes in the properties of cellulose micro-phyllylations. Due to the sensitivity of microphyllies to the AFM tip
contact during scanning, the application of a very low range of force (≈200 picoNewton) is a requirement that cannot be achieved by standard AFMs or any other microscopic methods. To overcome this difficulty, AFM Dimension ICON has added a new mode (PeakForce Tapping mode) that allows you to scan a sample with extremely low
forces. In a liquid environment, The Force Tapping Peak is significantly more stable and reliable than the traditional touch mode. This is due to the fact that there is no need to work on the resonant frequency of the cantilever, which is known to be unstable in the liquid. The celery epidermis was bathed in 1x PBS (phosphate buffer saline
solution) with a 0.05% detergent called Tween 20 to remove the proteins. Due to the significant amount of pectin, the sample needs to be bathed in a solution for six hours or even longer. Due to the different structure of celery microfibrillations, the preparation of the monoslay cell profile in the celery epidermis was necessary and required
the preparation of a sample that was more complex and time-consuming than with Samples. The celery epidermis included both multi-layered and one layer of cells, as well as cell profile. Thus, finding a good position on monolayer cells was challenging. Parties The pattern was glued to the clean, glass slides while the inside remained
intact and loose. The Peak Force Tapping method was used with ultra low power (picoNewton) to push the cantilever during the scanning process. Acute asyst fluid scans and tips were used in this study with a curvature radius of 2nm. The tip was washed out after each set of experiments by immersing in distilled water and 90% ethanol
to remove the residue from the scan. Fig. (7) 500 nm celery fibrillation scan performed with Peak Force Tapping mode in liquid, with Dimension ICON. The top layer has different angles than the second layer. Fig. (7 and 8) show a raw 500 nm and 1 micrometer size image of pristine microfabrides of celery in water. The images on the right
side are topography, while the images on the left side are images of the Peak Force error signal. A peak force error, also called a deviation error signal, is achieved by subtracting the force of the established point from the detector signal (actual deviation). Typically, the deviation image shows the edges of objects on the topography of the
image. In soft materials, the image of the deviation was clearer than the topographical image. If the error signal was too large, which was not the case, the tip is unable to accurately track the sample. Fig. (8) 1 microns scan of celery fibrillation, performed with peak force Tapping mode in liquid, with the ICON measurement. Postal
processing images of the topography of the celery microfabrile or images of height are shown in the rice. (9). Based on the results, the red graph is a small microfabribra 5 nm, the green was a distance of 10 nm, and the blue was a large microfabril beam of 21 nm. It has been found that small differences (nanometer) in the measurement
may be due to the radius of the curvature of the AFM tip. Generally speaking, the results for both samples show a remarkable new architecture, which is unique in the case of non-destructive scanning of such a sensitive bio-nanocompany structure. For example, the top layer of the microfabribra shows an angle from 42 to 50 degrees, and
the second layer shows an angle from 111 to 117 degrees. Nanoscale studies of biological samples and the prevalence of nanotechnology have generally changed the thinking of AFM instruments from a visualization tool to a reliable platform of nanoscale experiments. In addition to applications that use functional advice and nano-
perdruity measurements, progress towards tool and method development has been widespread, as seen in American and global patent literature. In the last ten years alone, the U.S. Patent Office has processed more than 12,000 patent applications related to new procedures and functionality of AFM technology. While this makes a
complete review of patent literature unrealistic, individual inventions with examples described here will provide an overview of the wider intellectual property landscape. Fig. (9) Post image processing images of celery celery celery microfaibrill or a height image. The three graphs above corresponded to the three lines depicted in the image,
giving a height distribution for the selected lines. Based on the results, the very small microfabril was about 5 nm (red) in diameter, the distance between them at some points was about 10 nm (green), and one of the large microfabril was about 21 nm in diameter. The development of AFM functionality usually falls into one of three
categories: 1. Improving the quality of these tools, 2. New compatibility of materials and 3. New measuring platforms. The first category, improving the quality of instrument data, can be seen as a general improvement that achieves goals such as reducing noise in measurements and, in turn, maximizing resolution capabilities No.
58Reducing noise in measurements of U.S. atomic force microscopy Pat 2009. App 20090241648A1. These innovations are dually driven by the aim of scientists to explore smaller opportunities and competition between tool manufacturers. Another important factor in AFM technology innovation is the need to explore different materials
that may be incompatible with traditional tools. In particular, the ability to test and image biological specimens has created a serious need for innovation in the last few years. While the traditional AFM, derived from a scanning tunnel microscope, was initially considered only for relatively solid, smooth and dry samples; modern
understanding of biological samples has prompted the need for nanoscash imaging technologies and untouched samples. This led inventions covering liquid cells to maintain living cells in measurement conditions (59Sulchek, et al. Formed Microfluidic Liquid Cells for Atomic Force Microscopy, U.S. Pat. 8, 214, 917., plastic cantilever
probes No. 60van der Waide. App. 20060163767A1., to specific probe mechanisms (61Adams , et al. Cantilevered probes, having a piezoelectric layer, processed section, and resist heating, and use method for chemical detection, U.S. Pat. Finally, the most common innovation on the AFM technology platform was the expansion of the
device from a topographical imaging tool to a nano-scale probe for various dimensions in addition to geometry. Techniques in this area of innovation cover a large number of physical interactions. However, perhaps the most common for biological examination is chemical force microscopy. This allows the tip of the AFM probe, with the
selected chemical view associated with it, to approach the sample and then measure the binding strength between the functional tip and the surface of the sample. With accurate AFM offers both in measuring strength and in positioning, this new technique has received growing attention (62Elena M, Isable G, G, P. The device and the
method of functionalization of afm tips. European Patent Application 2237050 (A1)., 63 interactions of biomolecules using an atomic force microscope. Pet. App. 20070128623A1. In this paper, she tried to discuss the evolution of AFM, applied to both plant cells and animal cells. Recent breakthroughs in hardware and software have
allowed images and measurements of some mechanical properties with cells in an aqueous environment. Such experiments on soft biomaterials used to be very difficult to implement due to the damage that great strength from AFM boards can do on samples. The AFM images are shown clear and with very high resolution (nanometers)
in an aqueous environment. From this study we can conclude: AFM is an effective and successful method for non-destructive evaluation of materials at nanoscale level Due to the sensitivity of microfabrile, the method of tapping in AFM was developed to scan cell walls using extremely low forces (≈200 picoN) For the first time in the AFM
study, The unique architecture of the pristine plant cell has been revealed future work will test competing models involving where mechanical strength comes from (i.e. XyG H bonding bonds between micro fibrillations, micro fibrillation coating, or micro fibrills suspended in matrix polymers) can be tested by examining samples with altered
compositions as through mutant plant species and synthetic wall analogue cells. Comparing the movements of cellulose microlylyllysis between samples of different compositions of the cell wall can provide an informative correlation with the role of other components of the cell wall (e.g. hemicellosis, pectin, etc.) in the lengthening of the
cell wall. For example, the use of analogues of a cell wall consisting of varying degrees of cellulose, xyloglucan and pectin can test literary speculation regarding the effect of pectin on mechanical properties by identifying differences in the resulting structural movements of microfabrile. The relative movement of microphyllias corresponding
to this strain in composites consisting of cellulose/pectin, cellulose/hemicellulose and cellulose/hemicellulose/pectin can be compared to the movement in pure cellulose composites. This points to the relative importance of each component to emerging mechanical strength. Similarly, samples of natural plant cells and mutants could be
examined. In addition, this new AFM method can be used as a possible alternative approach to determining how crystallity vary in natural microfiber cellulose. microfibers. atomic force microscopy review article. atomic force microscopy review pdf. atomic force microscopy review paper. atomic force microscopy review of modern physics.
conductive atomic force microscopy review. review of progress in atomic force microscopy. atomic force microscopy application in biological research a review study. atomic force microscopy literature review
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